THE LEADER ON
New Head of security is
RADIO NSM AMERICA John Forrester our North East Alex Pierre NBU Highlands
England Regional Officer. If
you have any security
concerns or issues please
email
security@newbritishunion.co.
uk

and Islands
Richard Payne NBU North
East
Alex Agnew NBU Central
and west.

NBU SCOTLAND

Gary spoke for half an hour
answering questions about
the state of Britain today.
http://tobtr.com/s/10278565

NEW APPOINTMENTS

If you wish to contact your
regional officer please email
officer@newbritishunion.co.uk
remember to say which
region you live in.

Richard payne
We will now be expanding
NBU Scotland which will
now have three regional
officers.
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HAVE YOUR SAY

mosque building campaign
across our homeland.

the land. Now imagine if over
the next two or three
nationwide local council
The main response to this by elections, the possibility of
Patriot/Nationalist
good numbers of
organisations has been
Independent Patriots getting
demonstrations, though well elected.
attended, they have failed
miserably in slowing down
We could easily see
Islams mosque building
thousands of such Patriots
campaign in this land.
from our movements sitting in
town and city halls, saying
The establishment is all to
and voting NO MORE.
happy
to
see
Patriots
march
Are patriots playing right
in a demo, get corralled into That is what the
into the establishments
side streets, receive far-left establishment is really
hands? by Alex Pirrie
verbal abuse and then
really worried about.
disperse. You see, the
Since I care to remember
untold numbers of Patriots in establishment knows full well And yet bar a dozen BNP
councillors, some NBU
various what we call Patriot that those activities over
mosque building is in fact
supportive councillors in
organisations have attend
becoming
a
toothless
tiger.
Britain, near all Patriots will
demonstrations on issues.
They are wearing you down, not or have not considered
Don`t get me wrong,
the issue. And thus the
demonstrations and rallies do slowly.
establishment remains happy.
have an important role to
What the establishment
play, such as the many
So the question is this. Do the
demonstrations highlighting is really worried about is
Patriots
standing
in
local
many and varied Patriot
the Muslim grooming gangs
elections and winning seats. organisations across Britain
infestation in our land.
Standing as Independents
continue to play into the
with their campaigns
hands of the establishment or
Such demonstrations and
supported by other local
consider gaining REAL power
rallies kept the issue in the
Patriots
in
the
areas
in Britain.
public`s eye and eventually
even the media had to expose from ALLdifferent like minded
I can tell you now, if Patriots
the vile crimes upon young organisations working
together
in
campaigns
to
get
continue to support the
white British girls.
people elected.
establishments idea of let
them have their demo for it
The recent demonstrations
gains very little, those
against terrorism were well For within the council
chambers across Britain
demonstrations will start to
supported.
lies REAL POWER.
dwindle as people lose heart
by being defeated by elected
Yet there is one area that
councillors in such emotive
concerns many a Patriot and The power to vote down
building
applications.
UKIP
planning issues.
that is over the fast growing
have done well and have still
some 250 councillors across So the choice is this
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A- Fool for the establishments Getting in a muddle
plan of running such demos
I totally agree with
into the back streets unheard
everything you’ve said
It seems the government is there. Sadly, I can’t see it
and gaining little
getting itself into a bit of a happening as there are too
muddle over Brexit.
OR
many politicians, tycoons and
I campaigned and voted for industrialists with their snouts
B - Having the elected power us to leave the EU, to stand firmly wedged in the EU
to stop Kosher and Halal non- on our own feet without
trough to let it go so easily.. I
pouring
millions
of
pounds
stunned animal slaughtered
feel sorry for Theresa May..
into
the
coffers
of
the
meat products from being fed
she was shockingly advised in
European bureaucrats who
to our kids in schools
the last election, ran totally
have been telling us what to the wrong campaign, and to
Having the power to say NO do for years!
add insult to injury, that slimy
Let's
get
some
English
pride
to yet another large scale
odious filthy traitorous
back.
The
government
has
set
mosque
turncoat scumbag communist
itself an impossible task of
Corbyn (I hate him with every
trying
to
negotiate
a
leaving
Having the power to refuse
fibre of my being.. can you
strategy
with
the
EU,
which
asylum seeker dormitories
tell?!) lied and deceived his
from being built in working doesn't want us to leave. We way to more votes than
should leave the
Briton`s neighbourhoods
anyone could have expected..
EU tomorrow by repealing the with the result that May had
1972 European Communities no clear majority. Thus she
Having the power to make
sure no veteran sleeps rough Act.
has to try and find a solution
We would then be out and
in your town/city
that will appease those voices
that would put us in a
she could have previously
position
where
we
could
NOW THAT IS POWER - AND
have ignored. It’s a thankless
THE ESTABLISHMENT DOES negotiate within the EU - and task. The likes of Gina Miller
with every other trading
NOT WANT YOU TO
(hateful woman, bankrolled
CONSIDER SUCH A SENSIBLE block. We would then be on by the equally hateful open
level terms with the EU
LOGICAL IDEA
borders loving tycoon George
and it could consider the
Soros, as well as Branson)
advantages of a tarrif-free
The choice is your`s and
would just challenge the
arrangement
without
the
every other Patriot who
government in the courts at
overriding
problem
of
trying
belongs or supports what we
every opportunity should they
to force us to stay in.
call Nationalist/Patriot
pursue the largely preferred
The
EU
would
soon
come
organisations. Keep attending
“hard Brexit” option. Sadly
more anti-mosque demo`s or pleading with us for a deal. therefore our hands are still
And what if didn't?
break free of the
tied to the unelected
Whilst
that
is
unlikely,
we
establishments mind game an
communists in Brussels in
d do something that they are would still be better off.
seeking a transitional deal.
Tarrifs
on
imports
could
be
deeply worried about It’s an awful situation for me
used
to
compensate
our
Nationalist Patriots and fellow
to stomach. I’d dump the E.U.
Blackshirts on local councils businesses for the tarrifs on in a heartbeat if I could.
exports to the EU.
across Britain, holding
REAL POWER
Tony
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WHY I JOINED NBU

things I saw around me but speculators, the rich getting
had no idea how to go about richer and the poor poorer.
I hope the following remarks rectifying them.
reach and convince the
Any sane person would see at
ordinary, moderate, decent We have had a flood of leftist a glance that all these things
patriotic people. There are
thought through the years. could be put right with ease
millions of them in the
Nothing mattered, religion
provided one thing, that there
country with feelings and
was rubbish, morals were
be the will to put them right.
instincts as strong, good and ridiculous, fidelity to your
The only reason for their not
even better than those of us wife/husband and love of
being put right must be that
who have already joined NBU. your parents was crass
some people have an interest
stupidity, drunkenness and
in keeping things wrong!
When I first heard of the
dishonesty were vastly
Those are the people who are
new-Blackshirts I dismissed preferable to patriotism and our enemies and those are
them as being a ‘fringe party’ service. In fact everything we the ones whose greed and
not worth taking seriously.
held dear was held up to
lust for power must and will
Then over their first year I
ridicule.
be broken.
read from time to time in the
media the most derogatory
Thinking on these lines, I was
reports and patted myself on
appalled at the hopelessness
the back as having had good
of the situation. I saw around
judgement. As time has gone
me plenty of excellent people
on however I have become
but I had to admit that not
more and more convinced
one of them could do
that this movement and its
anything to help, even if they
leader must have more power
wanted to. How many people,
of truth and conviction behind
burning with a desire to do
them than I had suspected,
something for their country,
and I determined to look into
could do so? Where would
things more closely.
they start? Should they try to
stand for Parliament? Futile.
Today
I
look
around
and
see
Across my mind floated
Should they agitate at Hyde
misgivings galore. Questions the appalling conditions of
Park Corner? Useless. Should
many
in
this
country,
the
of tradition and policy
they go on anti-Islam
obvious
abnormalities
of
one
cropped up, personal loyalties
marches? Stupid.
of the richest countries in the
were threatened and an
aversion to taking a drastic world possessing some of the I asked myself “What then
worst living conditions,
line of action. But I did not
can I do?” The only answer
depressed
areas,
like the political elite, I hated
was that I must join a
disappearing
industry,
the liberalism they stood for, I
movement which incorporates
beggars and homeless on the all my ideas as nearly as
loathed the Con-Dem
coalition like the plague, and I streets, food banks, the little possible. I can do nothing
nearly vomited every time the man squeezed out of
openly for I am afraid of
labour party opened its mouthbusiness, the countryside
losing my job, isn’t that a sad
ruined
by
the
square
mile
to spew out more lies, I was,
position to be in? You want to
in fact, full of hates against with jerry building by land
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do the decent, patriotic thing
and you dare not! You can
only work in secrete.

Nationalist surge in
German election!

Angela Merkel suffered a
So with misgivings I
major blow last night as the
contacted the local NBU
Officer. I was made welcome. nationalists surged into the
German parliament in a
I found him a sane person
with almost identical views as display of strength not seen
myself and too, I found that since the Nazi era.
members of the Division were
The German Chancellor
all similar people, patriotic,
secured a lacklustre election
decent fine people. Here,
then, was something positive win but she was punished by
to do. Action was their motto voters for throwing open their
and that was what I wanted, country's border to more than
I joined NBU and I am glad I a million outlanders.
did.
As support for Christian
If all right-thinking people join Democrats plunged, the
us and when the time comes nationalist Alternative fur
give us their votes, then we Deutschland last night looks
shall by strictly constitutional to have got nearly 100 seats
means, effect such a change in the Bundestag.
that the State will be
organised for the good of all,
where everyone will have
work, payment and position
according to their worth,
where God, Queen and
people will come first and the
word of a Britisher again be
his bond and our country go
from strength to strength,
once again a free and happy
communion of people. Then,
and not before, it might truly
be said that we had at long
last made our land a country
fit for heroes to live in.

All "mainstream" parties are
refusing to work with the
anti-Islamic AfD. The AfD
will start debates on Islam in
Germany saying that Islam
does not belong in Germany,
Its chairman Frauke Petry
called for border guards to
open fire on outlanders trying
to get in so as to protect
Germany's borders! The AfD
stands against same-sex
marriages and same-sex
couples adopting.

NBU STORE

NBU STORE

Well done indeed.

For you too, there is work in
Gran.
plenty. Will you take it on?
DM
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NO LONGER MY HOME world stage we are doing

must pay will make even a
better than most countries ... scrap of difference, to the
effect of the carbon tax on
I find myself becoming more
REALLY?)
and more fearful of the
establishment parties as you And yet the gap is widening people? Anyone can see the
are turning this country into a between the "haves" and the holes in that argument! Do
you really think we are that
place that I no longer feel at "have-nots".
dumb?
home in, or feel a part of.
I see our homeless on the
I watch you all in parliament, streets, our hospitals under- Let's talk about
funded, and understaffed, our Multiculturalism. People have
and no, not just the two
health system is an absolute come here from other
leaders but every politician
mess and a disgrace ...
countries, for a better life, for
that I see, stand up in
And
yet
I
see
multi-millions
of
decades. Post war immigrants
parliament sneering at each
pounds being sent offshore in came for a better life, and
other and
acting like children (and if you aid to other countries before settled in, and became
wonderful contributors to this
were my children I would be attending to this country's
country, ... all have
ashamed of you all ... what needs!
contributed to the rich
an example to set!)
I see the ''selling off'' of water diversity of this country, and
some descendants have even
Although you would like us all rights to foreign interests,
WHY?
Especially
when
you
go
fought FOR this country, and
to believe that you are putting
the needs of this country at to great lengths to tell us that they have become U.K.
the forefront, none of you are water is a finite resource and, citizens and were glad to be,
doing that, you seem more supposedly, we must ALL be and they had NO handouts
interested in "one-up-manshipcareful with how we use it so from our Government either,
", in scoring off each other, & that we ensure we have it for they worked hard for
everything!
denigrating each other, to the the future?
detriment of this country & its
A Carbon Tax (which you
I have never before had a
people.
KNOW is just another tax) will problem with all, or any, race
of immigrants coming here.
It seems to be all about YOU make NO appreciable
difference,
to
carbon
However, I DO NOW!
as individuals, and not about
emissions, AT ALL! A tax,
what you can DO for this
which in spite of all your
Please tell me why we have
country.
arguments FOR it, you are
areas in towns and on large
doing alone, when other
estates all over the country,
It is fast becoming a place
major
countries
will
NOT
&
where police do NOT, & will
that I do not recognize as the
NOT go, for fear of their life?
place, I always thought, was DO NOT embrace it, or
the best place in the world to believe in it! All that it will do
be. But no longer. You are not for this country is put working Please tell me why we can no
listening to the people of this families and small businesses longer have religion in
schools, for fear of
country! I am watching the behind the eight ball, what
planet
are
you
on?
"OFFENDING" someone? (The
deterioration of living
latest little gem is that they
standards in this country,
If
you
think
that
the
tax
we
are not having, or being
(and according to you, on a
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funded, for chaplains any
more, but Counsellors!)

detention centres and STILL Why do you think it would be
be accepted here?
any different here?

Please tell me why religious

What does that say about just We even have a British born
who and what are this
"radical " whose message is

Christmas observances are no
longer allowed in some
government's priorities?
that Britain WILL become a
schools, for fear of
Muslim country under Sharia
OFFENDING someone?
The British people that I
Law, and that we had "better
speak to have genuine
get used to it ".
Please tell me HOW Christmas concerns about becoming a
decorations in some stores
second-class minority in our Will any of you grow some
might OFFEND someone?
own country, and the reasons "balls", and start sticking up
for it are some of the above. for this country and its
Please tell me why we have Are you so blind that you
people? We are the people
to have segregated days in cannot see this?
who put you where you are
some swimming centres, for
and PAY you to look after
fear of "OFFENDING"
And no, I am NOT racist! If I OUR interests!
someone?
did not like Catholics or
Protestants would I be
And you are NOT doing that
Please tell me why we have considered racist? Of course by any stretch of the
some RADICAL clerics
not!
imagination!
demanding Sharia Law in this
country when, if we were in Why is it that if we object to In case it has escaped you I
THEIR country, this would
what is happening in our
would like to remind you that,
NEVER be allowed?
country we are immediately in the U.K., Government is
labelled RACIST in an attempt FOR THE PEOPLE ... OF THE
Please tell me why our laws to shut us up?
PEOPLE ... & BY THE PEOPLE.
need to be changed so as not We are fighting Radical
to OFFEND someone?
Muslims in Afghanistan &
And under NBU it will be
Iraq, are we not? I hear you again!
Please tell me why we are
say ''yes but the Muslims we
fast becoming a MINORITY have here are Not like That".
voice in our own country
Well how would we know?
because of POLITICAL
CORRECTNESS?
Do we hear ANY of them
coming out & speaking
Please tell me WHY Britons AGAINST radicals? I haven't,
cannot legally wear a bike
have you? Islam is not
helmet covering their head in compatible with ANY of the
a bank, and yet it is ok to
values that we hold here in
wear a Burqa which covers
Britain!
the whole of the face? And
please tell me WHY, when
Are not the experiences of
those people who want
France and the Netherlands
asylum here can wreck our examples of that?
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